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Scott Yonge exploded onto the national consciousness at the 2001 Garrett Awards and quickly rose to legendary status on the wings of his music and his whirlwind romance with
independent film actress Michelle Zoe. What should have been a perfect life was interrupted by an ultra-right wing militant group called the American Freedom Force and its
leader, Colonel Randall, who forces Scott to choose between his life and that of his son. After his heroic sacrifice, his family is left to pick up the pieces and forge ahead to a
future in the vacuum he left behind. Now, in 2021, his son Hedley inherits music for himself, becoming a star in his own right as technology gives new life to the medium. Scott’s
daughter, affectionately known as Soup, throws herself into unravelling the mysteries of her family’s history. Michelle commits herself to keeping them all together and trying to
make sense of life without the one she loves. Through it all, the AFF looms in the shadows, threatening to resurrect the pain they have just begun to overcome. In the first of his
new series, Travis Haugen explores the reaches of the near future through his love of music, technology, and the unbreakable bonds of family. This book includes access to
twenty-four original songs created by the author to bring the story and its characters to life. Link to Music www.soupsyz.com
Offering up brisk, tightly written plots and a stellar cast of characters both new and old, Confess, Fletch finds our incorrigible protagonist back in deep waters once again. Fletch,
now newly engaged and happily living out his days in Italy, finds himself embroiled in yet another scandal. His soon-to-be father-in-law has been kidnapped and is now presumed
dead, and the priceless collection of rare art that belongs to his fiancee's family has been stolen. Ever the investigative reporter, he receives a tip about the missing art that lands
him in Boston, where he walks right into a murder scene in his apartment. What clearly looks like a setup to the unfazed Fletch looks quite different to the detective assigned to
the case, Mr. Francis Xavier Flynn. But even if the case is seemingly cut-and-dry, Flynn is reluctant to arrest the only suspect that stands before him. Now under the detective's
watchful eye, Fletch must try to clear his name and search for the missing paintings, all while his gorgeous future mother-in-law works to persuade him for help the best way she
knows how-seduction.
NEW ENTRY IN THE NATIONALLY BEST-SELLING LIADEN UNIVERSE SERIES. Sequel to national bestseller The Gathering Edge. Menace from Back Space Looming out of
the Dust of Time The Complex Logic Laws were the result of a war waged hundreds of years in the past, when two human powers threw massive AI navies at each other and
nearly annihilated themselves. Being human, they blamed their tools for this near miss; they destroyed what was left of the sentient ships, and made it illegal to be, manufacture,
or shelter an independent logic. Strangely, however, the Free Ships and other AIs did not turn themselves in or suicide, they merely became wary of humans, and stayed under
their scans. A clandestine support network grew up, including hidden yards where smart ships were manufactured, and mentors--humans specially trained to ease a new
intelligence into the universe--socialized them, and taught them what they needed to know to survive. Among those with a stake in the freedom of Independent Logics is Theo
Waitley, who is somewhat too famously the captain of intelligent ship Bechimo. Theo's brother, Val Con yos'Phelium, presides over a household that has for a generation
employed an AI butler. Recently, he approved the "birth" of the butler's child, who was sent, with human mentor Tolly Jones, to rescue or destroy an orphaned AI abandoned at a
remote space station. Then there's Uncle, the shadowy mastermind from the Old Universe, whose many projects often skirt the boundaries of law, both natural and man-made –
and the puppet-masters at the Lyre Institute, whose history is just as murky – and a good deal less honorable. All have an interest in the newly-awakening Self-Aware Logic that
is rumored to have the power to destroy universes. The question is: Who will get to it first? At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management).
About Dragon in Exile: “[S]prawling and satisfying. . . . Space opera mixes with social engineering, influenced by Regency-era manners and delicate notions of honor. . . . [I]t’s
like spending time with old friends . . .”—Publishers Weekly About Necessity's Child: “Compelling and wondrous, as sharp and graceful as Damascus steel, Necessity's Child is a
terrific addition to Lee & Miller's addictive series.”—#1 New York Times best seller, Patricia Briggs About the Liaden Universe® series: “Every now and then you come across an
author, or in this case, a pair, who write exactly what you want to read, the characters and personalities that make you enjoy meeting them. . . . I rarely rave on and on about
stories, but I am devoted to Lee and Miller novels and stories.”—Anne McCaffrey “These authors consistently deliver stories with a rich, textured setting, intricate plotting, and
vivid, interesting characters from fully-realized cultures, both human and alien, and each book gets better.”—Elizabeth Moon “[D]elightful stories of adventure and romance set in
a far future. . .space opera milieu. It’s all a rather heady mix of Gordon R. Dickson, the Forsythe Saga, and Victoria Holt, with Lee and Miller’s own unique touches making it all
sparkle and sizzle. Anyone whose taste runs toward SF in the true romantic tradition can’t help but like the Liaden Universe.”—Analog “[T]he many fans of the Liaden universe
will welcome the latest…continuing young pilot Theo Waitley’s adventures.”—Booklist on Saltation “[A]ficionados of intelligent space opera will be thoroughly entertained. . .[T]he
authors' craftsmanship is top-notch.”—Publishers Weekly on Lee and Miller’s popular Liaden Universe® thriller, I Dare
Curl up with a calming cup of tea every day with the twelve gorgeous, full-color photos in this gorgeous wall calendar. Monthly grid calendars indicate US holidays. Ample space
is provided each day to note birthdays and other occasions and appointments. 11 x 17 in.
In 1857 a young Englishwoman arrives in Port Natal from India to make a new life for her family among settlers, homesteaders, and sugar-cane farmers. She is with her daughter
and the child’s ayah, and has been travelling for eleven months to join her husband, already deep in the hinterland. Her father-in-law has staked them their passage, a sum for
settlement and an arrangement for the purchase of land, but there are conditions to his generosity that will have a lasting effect on the pair, and particularly on their fifth child,
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Cosmo, born years later. It is on the family’s sugar-cane farm that the reader begins to understand that there is something peculiar about young Cosmo, something that must be
kept secret. At once an intriguing mystery and a meditation on the region’s colonial history, Under Glass is a high-stakes narrative of deception and disguise by one of South
Africa’s finest novelists.
Like so many people who live south of the border in England, Helen thought that she knew all about Scotland. It was a part of Britain after all, a place that was surely more the
same than it was different. But then she actually went there – and everything changed… Helen discovered a place altogether different from her home country down south. Over a
few days in Edinburgh, Helen was charmed by Scotland’s magic. A spell was cast on her undulating walk across ancient volcanoes – the story of getting from one side of the city
centre to the other – and as she was bewitched by the landscape she also found herself charmed by the country’s famously chatty people. Helen left wanting more, and so in
2017 – after the sudden loss of her mother – she returned to explore properly. Over three months Helen undertook a personal journey around Scotland, uncovering stories about
the history, geography and people of this peerless, magical country.
www.delphiclassics.com
One Place follows Robbie Dalton, a black Aboriginal Australian who joins the army to fight in the Great War of 1918. Robbie travels from a deeply divided and racist Australia to
the war-torn fields of Ypres, where he draws on his Indigenous heritage to find strength in the midst of this brutal war. During the conflict his inner warrior emerges and Robbie is
established as a leader amongst men. When Robbie is injured during a vicious gas attack in the trenches, he is tended to by a beautiful Italian nurse, Maria. The two fall in love
and navigate the aftermath of war together. After his autonomous life as a soldier in Europe, Robbie returns to Australia and finds himself facing shocking bigotry. He pits his newfound identity against the embedded racial divide that exists in his home town. Robbie’s powerful story is one of passion, wonder and ultimately survival, where a unique
individual finds freedom during a terrible war only to find that when he returns to his beloved home, it has now become a prison. Alongside this dynamic tale, another world
emerges: that of the Duradjuri clan, Robbie’s tribal bloodline. Robbie’s great ancestor Balin, a skilful and accomplished warrior lives his life according to traditional law and the
teachings of the Dreamtime, the place all Aboriginal people believe to be their spiritual home.
Reproduction of the original: Within Prison Walls by Thomas Mott Osborne
Reproduction of the original: Christie, The King ?s Servant by O.F. Walton
From the files of Scotland Yard’s “Black Museum” (open only to police officers) come true crime stories of some of the most infamous murder cases of the 19th and 20th
centuries—the Lambeth Poisoner, “baby farmer” Amelia Elizabeth Dyer, the Gentleman Vampire of Bournemouth, the Brides in the Bath Murders, the Rillington Place murders
and many others. Along the way, investigators pass a number of crime-solving milestones, included the first use of fingerprint technology, the early use of photography and the
first time “The Yard” enlisted the press to help hunt down a killer.
Children will love reading this second book in the Fred and Harry series. Fred and Harry are best friends who always become involved in comical mishaps but get through these
encounters together. In this book, there are another two great adventures to enjoy. In the first story Fred and Harry decide they need to find job to raise some money but they
discover that some jobs are harder than they expect. The second story follows Fred and Harry going to the seaside to try surfing. Fred and Harry love to share their experiences
and hope you enjoy these incredible stories...
Julie Johnson's life as a mom and homemaker is richly blessed, but her marriage is struggling. Years of busyness, exhaustion, and hurt have taken their toll on her emotional and
spiritual life, building impenetrable walls around her heart. When she feels God calling her to a mission trip on the other side of the world, Julie puts her faith in Him and leaves
her family for ten long days. What she learns about herself, her marriage, and her faith will change her life forever.
This book explores the latest developments in the field of smart tourism, focusing in particular on the important cultural and sustainability synergies that have emerged during the
digital era. The aim is to elucidate how ICTs can promote innovation and creativity in the tourism and leisure sector in ways that take into account cultural and social
responsibilities, foster sustainable tourism management, and enhance cultural tourism, cultural heritage, and sustainable development. The book is based on the proceedings of
the Fifth International Conference of the International Association of Cultural and Digital Tourism (IACuDiT), attended by academics and industry practitioners from cultural,
heritage, communication, and innovational tourism backgrounds, and is edited in collaboration with IACuDiT. It will have broad appeal to professionals from academia, industry,
government, and other organizations who wish to learn about novel perspectives in the fields of tourism, travel, hospitality, culture and heritage, leisure, and sports within the
context of a knowledge society and smart economy in which sustainability is becoming ever more important.
Reproduction of the original: Paul Patoff by F. Marion Crawford
The Serpent by M. S. Schuler [--------------------------------------------]
A translation of selected non-English texts included in Volume 15 is available in paperback. Since this supplementary paperback includes only select portions of Volume 15, it is
not recommended for purchase without the main volume. Every document in The Collected Papers of Albert Einstein appears in the language in which it was written, and this
supplementary paperback volume presents the English translations of select portions of non-English materials in Volume 15. This translation does not include notes or annotation
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of the documentary volume and is not intended for use without the original language documentary edition which provides the extensive editorial commentary necessary for a full
historical and scientific understanding of the documents.
Curl up with a calming cup of tea every day with the twelve gorgeous, full-color photos in this gorgeous wall calendar. Monthly grid calendars with weeks beginning on Monday
and ending on Sunday indicate public holidays in the United Kingdom. Ample space is provided each day to note birthdays and other occasions and appointments. 28 x 43 cm.
Cheyenne McCray’s paranormal romances seduce with both heat and fantasy… The Forbidden San Francisco witch Silver Ashcroft walks a perilous line by practicing gray magic
but must fight the evil flooding her city. Hawk, an Otherworld warrior descended from the Fae, is determined to fight beside her. Forces of darkness have become more powerful
than ever. Warrior and witch must trust in their hearts and each other above all else. The Seduced Visions that haunt D’Anu witch Copper’s dreams are growing stronger, and
they foretell a terrifying evil waiting to be unleashed. Saving San Francisco will take more than the brute strength of Fae warriors and more than witchcraft. Only together can
Copper and D’Danann warrior Tiernan find a way to overcome the dark forces. The Wicked Rhiannon is a San Francisco witch whose Coven sisters know nothing of the
shadows inside her. Rhiannon hides the truth from everyone, including Keir, a warrior who strides into Rhiannon’s life and awakens her to a reckless desire. A demon goddess
unleashes her evil upon our world, and Rhiannon’s secret could prove the ultimate weapon. *The “Dark Sorcery” series was previously titled the “Magic” series.
This book contains transcripts from Online Alpha discussions where the video game PAYNE 1999, game theory and game-study theories are used for analysing and commenting
on problems of conflict and cooperation in SPACE 1999. The discussions build on more than a decade of conversations and debate about PAYNE 1999, and the aim of the book
is to put the various threads together while also developing new ideas and providing direction for further investigations. The book has been developed on an idealistic basis, and
it is sold at the lowest price the publisher was willing to accept. A free e-book version can be downloaded at www.lulu.com.
Fleeing the disapproval of Earth's patrician families, Jason and Mish Kennerin have come to Aerie; distant, insular, inhabited by the enigmatic kasirene. Here they carve out a
new life for themselves and their growing family, until the death of a nearby planetary system forces them to open their world, and their lives, to the chaos of change and the
genesis of an empire they both crave and resist.
While touring Derbyshire with her Aunt and Uncle Gardiner, Elizabeth Bennet is the victim of a carriage accident. Luckily her aunt and uncle aren’t seriously injured, but Elizabeth
now suffers from amnesia! Mr. Darcy comes across the trio lying on the road and offers them shelter at Pemberley. Elizabeth cannot remember Mr. Darcy, but is intrigued by his
good looks and agreeable manner. Whenever she asks if they have met before, he always seems to change the subject … As her aunt and uncle heal, Elizabeth is chagrined at
her loss of memory. When Mr. Darcy’s nosy neighbor seems to think Lizzy is a highwaywoman, he puts paid to such a rumor by insisting he and Lizzy become engaged. But can
she truly give him her heart when she cannot remember him? This is a Pride and Prejudice Variation novella.
The first three in the laugh-out-loud cozy mystery series featuring the ditsy but lovable Sophie Sayers, her bookseller boyfriend Hector Munro, and a cast of eccentric and
entertaining characters from the idyllic Cotswold village of Wendlebury Barrow. This first box set follows Sophie's adventures from her summer arrival in the village, through the
autumn, and up to Christmas. The first seven books in the series will span the course of a village year. BEST MURDER IN SHOW When a dead body is discovered on a carnival
float at the village show, no-one else suspects murder - but Sophie won't rest until she's uncovered the surprising evidence that will convict the killer, even if it means putting her
own life on the line. TRICK OR MURDER? When the strange new vicar bans Halloween celebrations in the village, Sophie suspects he's hiding a sinister secret. Can she stop
the villagers falling for his sinister charms before someone comes to grief at his reckless bonfire party? MURDER IN THE MANGER When Sophie writes a nativity play for the
village children to perform, she's anticipating a peaceful country Christmas - until her ex-boyfriend turns up and starts causing trouble. Before long, the whole village stands
accused of murder. It's up to Sophie to save the day - Christmas Day, that is, for her new friends and neighbours. Each of these novels is also available as a single paperback
and ebook. The fourth, fifth and sixth in the series, Murder by the Book, Springtime for Murder and Murder Your Darlings are now all available separately. A new ebook of the
second box set will be published in October 2020. WHAT READERS SAY Debbie Young's books are both cracking mysteries and laugh-out-loud funny." - Wendy H Jones,
author of the DI Shona Mackenzie Mysteries "A surfeit of suspects, much clever word play and plots that will keep you reading long after you should have gone to sleep. Highly
recommended for all fans of classic mysteries." - David Penny, author of the Thomas Berrencourt historical mysteries "The author has created a delightful community that it will
be a pleasure to return to. If you like your crime cosy, with a touch of romance, you will enjoy this." - Mystery People magazine "A cracking example of cosy crime," - Katie Fforde,
romantic novelist "I was enthralled. The characters and setting are charming. If you like M C Beaton, you will enjoy this. Can't wait for the next one." - 'PB' "I have a feeling that
reading the Sophie Sayers mysteries as a set may become an annual thing." - Laura Bonnici on Twitter
After losing my father and my first love at a very early age, I began to seek answers to life’s eternal questions, including “Why are we here?” I then met Ken at the New York
World’s Fair and tenuously accepted his offer of taking “self-defense lessons.” Ken told me that I would become a teacher, but for years I fought against the idea. Eventually, I
did become a teacher of learning disabled students, but only recently did I truly understand what Ken’s lessons meant. The lessons led me on a journey that redefined everything
I thought to be “true.” It’s been said: “When the student is ready, the teacher will appear.” Ken appeared to me when the time was right, and his words are being offered to
those ready to hear them. I am not a writer, but feel compelled to spread Ken’s story. Unbelievable to even myself at times, it offers insight and enlightenment to those who listen
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to its lessons with open minds and hearts.
The mystery surrounding Anna Grieve and her mentally fragile older sister, Esther, begins in Russia in the 1880s. The persecution of Jews has become so vicious that the girls’
mother decides to send her children to Winnipeg with her wealthy employers. Her intention is to join them, but the sisters never see their parents again. Frightened and cut adrift,
each girl reacts differently to her new family in North America. Esther’s beauty and glamorous lifestyle hide the fact that she is losing herself to mental illness brought on by a
trauma during her childhood in Russia. Anna does not understand the depth of her sister's torment, and spends her life torn between taking care of her and escaping her. As
soon as she can, Anna leaves for New York and makes a new life as a women’s rights activist with an illegal contraceptive business in Manhattan. When Anna receives the
unexpected news of Esther’s apparent suicide on If Day in Winnipeg - the day a simulated Nazi attack took place to raise money for war bonds - she returns to the city to face
the possibility that If Day and Esther's early trauma are inexorably linked to her death.
This book offers richly descriptive narratives and research-based ethnographic insights into the lived experiences of teachers and school administrators in some of the world’s
most challenging teaching and learning contexts. In doing so, it supports educators to develop their critical intercultural awareness.
Tea 2018 CalendarCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Every moment is precious... The world renowned chef... In Ocean Sands recovering after a battle with cancer, William Blackwell's under strict orders to rest and heal. But William
goes rogue on his first meeting with Stacy Frederick, a newly trained chef, who reignites William's passions. With a new lease on life and hope for the future, William wants to
make the most of every minute. A young widow who needs a fresh start... Stacy Frederick isn't looking to fall in love again anytime soon. She tries to ignore the attention of
William Blackwell, but the handsome celebrity chef has a way of coming to her rescue and making her laugh. Despite William's best intentions, Stacy is determined never to be
hurt again. When William faces a life-threatening problem, will Stacy have the courage to stand by him and take another chance on love? Exquisite Sand is the fourth full-length
contemporary romance in The Ocean Sands series. The books can be read in any order. The others in the series are: 1. Starlit Sand (A Rockstar Romance) 2. Golden Sand (A
Billionaire Romance) 3. Midnight Sand (A Billionaire and Baby Romance) 4. Exquisite Sand (A Beach Romance)
When is a rescue not a rescue? When it’s a kidnapping. Flicka and Dieter, whose real name is Raphael Mirabaud, tried to escape her ex-husband’s Secret Service and army,
but they couldn’t. Dozens of military personnel, maybe hundreds, surrounded them, trying to kidnap Flicka. The only way out was with mercenaries hired by Raphael’s father.
But Raphael’s father has other plans for them, plans that would force Raphael to go back to a destiny he tried to leave behind, and his father will hold Flicka and Alina hostage
and threaten their lives to make him do it. The story gets darker, AT MIDNIGHT. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 10.0px 0.0px; font: 11.0px 'Trebuchet MS'; -webkit-text-stroke:
#000000} span.s1 {font-kerning: none} GOOGLE KEYWORDS: Keywords: comedy, law, billionaire, rich, wealthy, new adult, nobility, royalty, aristocrat, prince, international,
murder, racy, conspiracy, 21st Century, historical, London free, freebie, free ebook, free romance, free romance ebook, free romance book, new adult, billionaire, rich wealthy,
royalty, aristocrat, prince, millionaire, women's fiction, historical, 21st century, quick read, short, serial, romance, suspense, thriller, erotic romance, free romance books, free
romance book, new adult, college, suspense, humor, funny, billionaire, rich, wealthy, romance, erotic romance, female protagonist, racy, legal, law, free, freebie, free book, free
ebook, free romance ebook, free romance book, free romance novel, secret, love triangle, suspense, thriller, free book, free romance books, alpha male, erotic literature, free,
free ebooks, free erotica, free erotic stories, erotic fiction books, bad-boy, free ebook, billionaire romance, romance, free romance ebooks
"Don Rose came to the U.S. from England in 1908. By 1941 he published his memoir My Own Four Walls, the story of the ramshackle farmhouse he and his wife, Marjorie,
bought in 1918 for themselves and their 12 children. One of his grandsons, Neil Genzlinger, here brings that book back to life, with the original illustrations"-Navigating the maze of modern American health care is rarely easy; those who enter it are confronted with a dizzying array of specialists, practitioners, and clinics from which to
choose, and are forced to make decisions regarding drugs and treatments about which they may know very little. For immigrants, finding their way can be difficult—especially for
those to whom Western medicine is itself unfamiliar. In this engaging, accessible, and detail-rich book, Zibin Guo narrates elderly Chinese immigrants' response to contemporary
American medicine. Traditional Chinese medicine emphasizes self-care and the medicinal value of foods and herbs; American doctors' responses to the ailments of their Chinese
patients can seem impersonal and unnecessarily interventionist. Distrust, expense, and problems of communication and interpretation often frustrate both patient and practitioner.
Guo paints a picture of a population that, despite its outward appearance of homogeneity, demonstrates a surprisingly wide variety of health-care knowledge, practice, and belief.
Using case materials and interviews, he analyzes the blend of folk treatments and respect for Western science that coexist in the health care regimens of these elderly Chinese
immigrants.
Steam-powered airships rule the skies in a world blanketed by a toxic fug. Join Nita, Lil, Coop, Cap’n Mack, and the rest of the Wind Breaker crew in a steampunk adventure that
will leave you reeling. Free-Wrench Collection: Volume 1 combines the first three novels of this exciting steampunk series into one amazing anthology. Here’s what you get: FreeWrench - Beyond the islands of Caldera the world is a vicious place. A terrible calamity has poisoned the land. Those too ruthless or stubborn to die have crafted steam-powered
mechanical wonders and taken to the sky. Yet somewhere in that wretched land there is a cure for a dire disease. With the eccentric crew of an airship called The Wind Breaker,
Nita Graus means to find that cure, whatever the price. Skykeep - Several months have passed since Nita Graus left her home in Caldera to soar with the crew of the Wind
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Breaker, and life is anything but easy. Their prior exploits have earned them quite a reputation among surface-dwellers and made them a perpetual target of the manipulative
residents of the fug. Now a new plot could split the crew and ground the Wind Breaker once and for all. Ichor Well - Ever since Nita joined the Wind Breaker crew, the airship's
reputation has been growing. The destruction of the mighty dreadnought and the escape from the legendary Skykeep have made the crew the stuff of legend. Alas, legendary
heroes always attract worthy villains. Luscious P. Alabaster strives to be just that foe. The Free-Wrench series is an ongoing steampunk adventure from Joseph R. Lallo, author
of The Book of Deacon and Big Sigma series.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????
An episodic road novel... It's the early 1970s. Jonny Walls is a young mixed blood American Indian. He's a piece of work, troubled with a bad attitude, and haunted by his heritage
that he tends to reject. He has two vices - drink and women. Drink more often than not lands him in jail. Women more often than not lands him in bed. Disgruntled, he sets off on
a journey of self-discovery, riding a Harley Davidson that he calls Penny Panhead, pursuing a long string of women while the shadows of his heritage pursues him.
Learn the skills you need to succeed in your chemistry course with CHEMISTRY, Tenth Edition. This trusted text has helped generations of students learn to “think like chemists”
and develop problem-solving skills needed to master even the most challenging problems. Clear explanations and interactive examples help you build confidence for the exams,
so that you can study to understand rather than simply memorize. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Wilhelm Reinhardt is a well-seasoned, world renown professor of archaeology and translator of ancient texts whose only motivation is a love of true history. When Wilhelm is
hired by a dubious mining company to decipher the inscriptions on a 5,000-year-old golden artifact he learns a secret powerful enough to ruin Christendom itself. Initially, the
cryptic message alludes to the murder of a future ruler of the city of seven hills at the end of the Mayan calendar in 2012- except the date is wrong! When Wilhelm tries to warn
his own half-brother, Cardinal Gregory Germaine, Gregory wants him dead. What Wilhelm doesn't know is that Germaine is part of a secret Vatican plot to kill the ailing pontiff
and seize control of the Church's massive wealth. Wilhelm quickly discovers Germaine is not the only one who will kill to learn the secret of the riddle..." the bearer of this disc
holds knowledge of the Temple of Transparent Walls." The final agenda, Protocol ION 20/XX has been activated by the global cabal. With the aid of Taylor Cole, a former Delta
Force operative, Wilhelm and his co-conspirators are caught in a tempest of secrecy and lies. No heaven - no hell - just a double-edged sword leading down a trail of international
intrigue, deception, betrayal, and murder. According to the Mayans, a perfect day for the end of time!
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